It takes humans to
protect humanity.
Make changes to end climate change.
Design a better future.

M/PACT
CARBON NEUTRAL PROGRAM

TM

CLIMATE CHANGE IS
ONE OF THE GREATEST
THREATS FACING
HUMANITY, AND WE
ARE ALL RESPONSIBLE.
That’s why Milliken Floor Covering
launched the M/PACT™ carbon
neutral program. Today, our carpet,
LVT and entrance flooring tiles are
carbon neutral everywhere in the world.

M/PACT

TM

CARBON NEUTRAL PROGRAM

Reduce Waste
Our Modular Landscapes solution can save up to 25% of
the cost of broadloom over the life of the product. It reduces
waste, offers superior durability, and the tiles are easy to
install or replace.

Materials
We believe material health is essential to enable circularity.
The use of materials that don’t contain harmful chemicals
provides a critical pathway to end-of-life product recycling.
That’s why all of our carpet is Red List Free, and our carpet,
resilient flooring and entryway tiles are recyclable.

M/PACT carbon neutral products offset the raw
materials and manufacturing carbon footprint*
by using 3rd party Verified Carbon Standard
Credits that support renewable energy and carbon
reduction technologies to help fight climate change.
When you choose M/PACT products, you can be
sure your choice is carbon neutral.

Wellness
Climate change directly impacts human health and wellness.
We believe carbon neutral products are one important way
that designers can create healthy interiors to benefit those
inside their buildings and human health as a whole. We also
make the quietest floors in the industry. In fact, our acoustic
technology can reduce indoor noise up to 50% compared to
standard flooring products, which aids in restful, sound sleep.

Diversity and Inclusion
We set 2025 People Goals that align with the United Nations
SDGs including gender equality and reduced inequalities.

We will continue to do more to lower
our carbon footprint.
The M/PACT™ program is long-term, because the fight to stop
climate change will be a long one. As a global manufacturing
company, we set 2025 goals that align with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals, including a 25% reduction in
indexed green-house emissions by 2025. We encourage you to
specify carbon neutral products for all of your projects.
Together, we can make a positive M/PACT™
on the world for generations.

S C A N TO L E A R N M O R E A B O U T
OUR CARBON NEUTRAL PROGRAM

M / PAC T ™

* As calculated and verified scope A1-3 GWP through a ISO14025/
ISO14040 compliant LCA and published in third party EPDs.

